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Bias Dependence of Non-Fourier Heat
Spreading in GaN HEMTs

Yang Shen, Xue-Song Chen, Yu-Chao Hua, Han-Ling Li, Lan Wei, Bing-Yang Cao

Abstract— In this paper, self-heating in gallium nitride
(GaN) high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) is stud-
ied by combining the technology computer-aided design
(TCAD) and phonon Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The
simulation results indicate that the bias-dependent heat
generation in the channel can have a remarkable impact on
the thermal spreading process and the phonon ballistic ef-
fects simultaneously. Based on the two-heat-source model,
we propose a two-thermal-conductivity model to predict the
device junction temperature with the consideration of bias-
dependent phonon transport in the HEMT. The proposed
model is easy to be coupled with the finite element method
(FEM)-based thermal analysis without the need for time-
consuming multiscale electrothermal simulations.

Index Terms— Electrothermal simulation, gallium nitride
(GaN) high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT), ballistic
transport, phonon Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gallium nitride (GaN)-based high electron mobility tran-
sistors (HEMTs) are attractive for high-power amplifiers and
high-frequency switching applications [1]. Due to the wide
bandgap of GaN and the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
formed at the AlGaN/GaN heterojunction, GaN HEMTs can
sustain a high voltage and exhibit an excellent electron mobil-
ity [2]. However, owing to the high power density, significant
self-heating in GaN HEMTs can degrade the device perfor-
mance and shorten the device lifetime [3]–[5]. To accurately
predict the junction temperature thereby develop effective
thermal management strategies, it’s important to clearly un-
derstand the heat generation and transport process in GaN
HEMTs.

The heat in the HEMT is primarily generated on the top of
the GaN buffer layer with a width of about a few hundred
nanometers and dissipated through the GaN layer to the
substrate [6], [7]. The thickness of the GaN layer usually
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ranges from 1 µm to 3 µm, and the thickness of the substrate
can be larger than 100 µm. Compared with the total device
length and thickness, the heat source area of the HEMT is
very small [8]. When heat spreads from a small area to a
much larger region, there is a significant thermal spreading
resistance which can dominate the thermal transport process
within the HEMT [9]. In addition, the main heat carriers in
GaN are phonons whose mean free paths (MFPs) are generally
larger than 100 nm [10], [11], which are comparable with the
thickness of the GaN layer and the width of the heat generation
region. The frequent boundary and interface scattering can lead
to a reduced thermal conductivity of the GaN thin films [12],
and the quasi-ballistic transport when the heat source size is
comparable with the phonon MFP can further increase the
hotspot temperature [13]–[15].

Based on Fourier’s law of heat conduction, the thermal
spreading process has been studied extensively, including the
cases with eccentric heat sources [16], interfacial thermal
resistance [17], anisotropic and temperature-dependent thermal
conductivities [18], [19], etc. Hua et al. investigated the
thermal spreading resistance in a ballistic-diffusive regime and
demonstrated that the phonon ballistic effects could result in
a dramatic increase in the thermal resistance compared with
Fourier’s law-based predictions [20]. In addition, the results
indicate that the strength of the phonon ballistic effects can be
significantly related to the geometric size of the system and
the width of the heating area. Recently, the effect of phonon
dispersion and the heating scheme on the thermal resistance
of devices have also been studied [21], [22].

However, most of these studies assume that the heat source
has the same length as the gate which is modeled as either
a surface heat flux or a uniform volumetric heat source on
the top of the GaN layer. Whereas being the result of Joule
heating, the heat generation in the HEMT is highly bias-
dependent [23], [24]. At different biases, the heat source
distributions in the channel can be quite different, which can
have a marked impact on the thermal spreading process and the
strength of the phonon ballistic effects. This necessitates the
examination of the influence of the bias-dependent heat gen-
eration on the thermal spreading process and phonon ballistic
effects simultaneously. Though there has been some work on
multiscale electrothermal simulations [25]–[29] indicating that
the phonon ballistic effects can increase the device junction
temperature compared with Fourier’s law-based predictions,
the quantitative analysis of bias-dependent phonon ballistic
transport in GaN HEMTs has not been carried out.
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In this work, we reexamine self-heating in GaN HEMTs
by combining the technology computer-aided design (TCAD)
and phonon Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. It is found that
the bias-dependent heat generation in the channel can have a
remarkable impact on the thermal spreading process and the
phonon ballistic effects simultaneously. Based on the two-heat-
source model, we propose a two-thermal-conductivity model
that can easily reflect the influence of the bias-dependent
non-Fourier heat spreading process in GaN HEMTs, without
resorting to multiscale electrothermal simulations.

II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

A. TCAD Simulations

Fig. 1. Schematic of the GaN HEMT for TCAD simulations. S, G, D
refer to the source, gate, and drain, respectively.

The GaN HEMT for TCAD simulations is shown in Fig.
1, which follows the structure of the device presented in Ref.
[30]. From top to bottom, the layers are a 50 nm silicon nitride
passivation layer, an 18 nm Al0.25Ga0.75N layer with donor
concentration ND = 2 × 1018 cm−3, a 2 nm unintentionally
doped (UID) Al0.25Ga0.75N spacer layer with donor concen-
tration ND = 1× 1015 cm−3, a 2 µm GaN buffer layer and a
10 nm SiC substrate layer. The gate length is Lg = 0.1 µm,
the source and drain access regions have the same length of
Lsg = Lgd = 0.95 µm. The total length of the activated region
is Lfinger = 2.5 µm.

Electrothermal TCAD simulations are conducted to predict
the heat generation profiles at different biases, which are used
to drive the phonon MC simulations. Since the focus of this
work is the influence of bias-dependent heat generation on
the thermal transport process, detailed electron-phonon inter-
actions are not considered in the current study [31]. The drift-
diffusion model (DDM) is used for electron transport [32],
which assumes that electrons are in thermal equilibrium with
the lattice. To consider the non-equilibrium energy transfer
between electrons and phonons, electron MC simulations can
be carried out to give the detailed phonon generation spectrum
[33]. Figure 2 shows the simulated output characteristics of the
HEMT, which shows a good agreement with the experimental
results.
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Fig. 2. Output characteristics of the HEMT from −2V to 2V with an
interval of 1V extracted from TCAD simulations (lines) and experimental
results (symbols) [30].

B. Phonon Monte Carlo Simulations

The phonon tracing MC simulation is an effective approach
to simulate the ballistic-diffusive heat conduction, which can
deal with the transport problems involving complex geome-
tries, multiple interfaces, and arbitrary heat source distributions
[34]. The detailed principles and procedures can be found in
Ref. [35]–[37]. Figure 3 shows the schematic of the GaN-
on-SiC device for the MC simulations, which is a typical
structure for a period of multi-finger GaN HEMT devices
with a pinch distance w = 30 µm. The heat source only
exists in the TCAD simulated region which is in the center
of the device between the source and drain. Since the thin
AlGaN layer has a very low thermal conductivity and the
heat generation mainly exists in the GaN layer, the structures
above the AlGaN/GaN interface are all neglected in the MC
simulation [38]. The boundaries in the lateral direction are set
as periodic, and the top boundary is adiabatic. Given that the
heat conduction in the substrate is almost a one-dimensional
process, the simulation thickness for the substrate in this work
is only set as 30 µm, and the bottom is set as isothermal. For
real device simulations, the bottom boundary condition can be
easily changed to the non-uniform temperature distributions
calculated using Fourier’s law-based simulations [25]–[28].

Fig. 3. Schematic of the GaN-on-SiC device for the phonon MC
simulations, the TCAD simulation region is between the source and
drain. The geometries are not drawn to scale.

The phonon dispersion and relaxation time are needed to
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carry out the MC simulations. In this work, an isotropic sine-
shaped phonon dispersion (Born-von Karman dispersion) is
used for both GaN and SiC. In the dispersion model, the
relation between the angular frequency ω and wave vector
k can be depicted as ω(k) = ωm sin (πk/2km), where km =(
6π2n

)1/3
with n as the volumetric density of primitive cells.

The previous research has verified that this dispersion model
can well reflect the phonon MFP spectrum of various materials
[10]. The scattering mechanisms considered in this work
include impurity scattering (I) and Umklapp scattering (U),
and only point defects are included in the impurity scattering
since the previous work has indicated that these scattering
mechanisms are the most essential ones in GaN [26], [39].
The relaxation time can be expressed as τ−1

I = Aω4 and
τ−1

U = Bω2T exp(−C/T ), where A,B, and C are the fitting
constants. The total relaxation time can be calculated using
Matthiessen’s rule τ−1 = τ−1

I + τ−1
U [40]. This work adopts

the fitted parameters in Ref. [26], as shown in Tab. I. The
model calculated bulk thermal conductivities of GaN and SiC
are 220W/mK and 350W/mK, respectively, which is in
agreement with the experimental values [41]. To better depict
the phonon scattering process, more scattering mechanisms
such as dislocation scattering [42], grain boundary scattering
[43], and normal phonon scattering [44] etc. can be included
based on first-principle calculations in the future work.

TABLE I
PHONON DISPERSION AND SCATTERING PARAMETERS.

Parameter (Unit) GaN SiC

k0 (1× 109 m−1) 10.94 8.94
ωm (1× 1013 rad/s) 3.50 7.12

aD (Å) 2.87 3.51
A (1× 10−45 s3) 5.26 1.00
B (1× 10−19 s/K) 1.10 0.596

C (K) 200 235.0

To describe phonon transport in the GaN/SiC interface,
the diffuse mismatch model (DMM) is used to calculate the
interface phonon transmissivities [45]. In DMM, phonons are
diffusively transmitted or reflected by an interface, and the
phonon transmissivity with frequency ω from material 1 to 2
can be expressed as

T12(ω) =

∑
p v2,g,p(ω)D2,p(ω)∑

p v1,g,p(ω)D1,p(ω) +
∑

p v2,g,p(ω)D2,p(ω)
,

(1)
where p is the phonon branch, vg(ω) is the phonon group
velocity, and D(ω) is the density of states. The thermal
boundary resistance (TBR) of the GaN/SiC interface calcu-
lated using the MC simulations is 16m2 K/GW, which is
in the same range as the experimental results (4m2 K/GW–
20m2 K/GW) [46]–[49]. DMM only includes harmonic in-
terfacial phonon-phonon scatterings and ignores the contribu-
tion of anharmonic interactions [50]. The full-band phonon
dispersion and interfacial transmissivities are expected to be
incorporated in the phonon MC simulations to simulate the
near-junction thermal transport process more accurately [51]–
[53].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Bias-Dependent Heat Generation

Figure 4 shows the heat generation profiles in the channel
at two biases with an identical power dissipation Pdiss =
5W/mm extracted from TCAD simulations. The heat genera-
tion mainly exists within a 2 nm region below the AlGaN/GaN
interface and is highly bias-dependent. At Vg = 2V, the heat
spans relatively uniformly in the whole channel. Whereas for
the condition at Vg = −1V, the heat is concentrated at the
drain-side gate edge with a much larger heat density.
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Fig. 4. Heat generation in the channel extracted from TCAD simulations
at two biases (a) Vg = 2 V, Vd = 3.8 V, and (b) Vg = −1 V, Vd =
6.7 V with an identical power dissipation Pdiss = 5W/mm.

To represent the bias-dependent heat generation caused by
the non-uniform electric field in the channel, Chen et al.
proposed a two-heat-source model which divided the total heat
dissipation into two parts [32], as shown in Fig. 1. Heat Source
1 (HS1) spanning the whole finger length (Lfinger) represents
the relatively low and uniform heat generation in the channel.
Heat Source 2 (HS2) centered at the drain-side gate edge
represents the concentrated heat generation under the high
electric field. The length of HS1 (LHS1) is the same as the
finger length, and the length of HS2 (LHS2) is set as 0.16 µm
to approximate the length of the high-field region. LHS2 is
independent of the bias and device geometry since the width
of the high-field region nearly does not change with these
parameters [23], [24], [32]. When the device is in the linear
regime, i.e. Vd is less than the drain saturation voltage Vdsat, all
the heat is dissipated in HS1. As the channel is pinched-off and
the device works in the saturation regime, i.e. Vd > Vdsat, the
heat dissipated in HS1 stays the maximum and the excessive
heat is only dissipated in HS2. The model can be expressed
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as,{
P1 = IdVd, P2 = 0, Vd ≤ Vdsat

P1 = IdVdsat, P2 = Id (Vd − Vdsat) , Vd > Vdsat
(2)

where P1 and P2 are the power dissipations in HS1 and HS2,
respectively. Figure 5 shows the power dissipated in the two
heat sources predicted by equation (2) and extracted from
TCAD simulations at Pdiss = 5W/mm. A good agreement
is achieved at different biases. Also, it can be found that at
the same power dissipation, more heat is dissipated in HS2 for
the bias with a lower Vg since the device has to work deeper
to maintain the same Pdiss.
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Fig. 5. Heat dissipation in HS1 and HS2 with an identical power
dissipation Pdiss = 5W/mm predicted by the two-heat-source model
(lines) and extracted from TCAD simulations (symbols). The four bias
points are (Vg, Vd) = (−1V, 6.7V), (0V, 5V), (1V, 4.1V), and (2V,
3.8V).

B. Temperature Distribution in the HEMT
Figure 6 shows the temperature rise distributions relative

to the heat sink in the GaN layer predicted by the MC
simulations at two biases with an identical power dissipation
Pdiss = 5W/mm. At Vg = 2V, the maximum temperature
rise is around 70K. Whereas at Vg = −1V, the maximum
temperature rise can reach about 300K. The results can be
explained by Fig.5, at Vg = 2V the heat is almost dissipated
in HS1. Whereas at Vg = −1V, most heat is dissipated in HS2
with a much smaller size. The decrease of the heat source size
can result in a much larger thermal spreading resistance and
the ballistic effect with the heat source size comparable with
MFP. Also, it is revealed by the comparison that the ballistic
effect can significantly change the temperature profiles. As
the size of the heat source decreases, the lack of internal
phonon scatterings can cause the temperatures to decay more
rapidly away from the hot area. At Vg = 2V, the temperature
change in the whole GaN layer is less than 60K, whereas at
Vg = −1V, the temperature drops by nearly 200K in a 50 nm
range along thickness.

Figure 7 compares the temperature rise distributions at the
drain-side gate edge along thickness predicted by the MC
simulations at the two biases. The results predicted by the
finite element method (FEM) with the bulk thermal conduc-
tivities are also given for comparison. Compared with the FEM
results, the temperatures predicted by the MC simulations
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Fig. 6. Temperature rise distributions in the GaN layer at different
biases (a) Vg = 2 V, Vd = 3.8 V and (b) Vg = −1 V, Vd = 6.7 V
predicted by the MC simulations with an identical power dissipation
Pdiss = 5W/mm.

are much higher in the hotspot region due to the strong
phonon ballistic effects. As the distance away from the hotspot
increases, the MC simulation temperatures gradually become
consistent with the FEM results, since the phonon scattering
enhances and the heat starts to transport in a diffusive way. In
addition, it more clearly shows that the size of the heat source
can have a remarkable influence on the hotspot temperature
distributions. At the bias with a lower Vg , the heat source size-
induced ballistic effect can significantly increase the maximum
temperature and decays rapidly away from the hotspot.

The channel temperature profiles predicted by the MC sim-
ulations and FEM at the two biases are also plotted in Fig. 8. It
can be found that due to the different heat generation profiles,
the temperature distributions exhibit a very distinct behavior.
At Vg = 2V, the heat spans relatively uniformly in HS1 with a
low heat density. In this case, the temperature distributions in
the heat source region are smooth and the difference between
the MC simulations and FEM is not too significant due to the
relatively weak phonon ballistic effect. Whereas at Vg = −1V,
the heat generation is highly concentrated in HS2 with a small
size and the strong phonon ballistic effect leads to a dramatic
increase in the hotspot temperature. The same phenomenon
can be also observed from the experimental results [28].

C. Thermal Resistance of the GaN Layer

As shown in Fig. 7, since the heat transports nearly diffu-
sively away from the heat source, this work mainly focuses
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the temperature rise distributions through the
depth of the HEMT at drain-side gate edge (a) Vg = 2 V, Vd = 3.8 V
and (b) Vg = −1 V, Vd = 6.7 V with an identical power dissipation
Pdiss = 5W/mm computed by the MC simulations and FEM.

on analyzing the bias dependence of the thermal resistance
of the GaN layer. Figure 9 shows the temperature rise in the
GaN layer ∆TGaN as a function of the power dissipation Pdiss
extracted from the MC simulations and FEM at the two biases.
To reduce the statistical uncertainty and moderate the influence
of the non-local electron transport in a peaked electric region
[26], [54], the maximum temperature defined in this work
is the average temperature of HS2. As shown in Fig. 9, for
both biases, the curve of ∆TGaN against Pdiss can be divided
into two parts. When the device works in the linear regime,
∆TGaN increases with Pdiss slowly and the MC simulation
temperatures are only moderately higher than the FEM results,
since in this regime the heat is mainly dissipated in HS1
with a relatively large width. When the device is pinched-
off and works in the saturation regime, ∆TGaN increases with
Pdiss rapidly and the MC simulation-predicted temperatures are
much higher than the FEM predictions, since the heat starts
to be concentrated in HS2 with a much smaller size and the
phonon ballistic effect is significantly enhanced.

To better reveal the bias dependence of the phonon ballistic
effects, the differential thermal resistance of the GaN layer
Rdiff varying with the power dissipation Pdiss can be computed.
Rdiff is defined as the derivative of ∆TGaN versus Pdiss, which
is the slope of the curves plotted in Fig. 9. Figure 10 (a)
shows the FEM-predicted Rdiff as a function of Pdiss. At any
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gate voltage, Rdiff stays low and nearly constant with Pdiss in
the linear regime, increases rapidly when the device enters the
saturation regime and reaches the same plateau value finally.
This indicates that with the decrease in the heat source size,
the thermal spreading effect alone can have a strong bias
dependence. The MC simulation results shown in Fig. 10 (b)
exhibit a similar Pdiss-dependent behavior of Rdiff. In both
regimes, the MC simulation-predicted Rdiff is much higher
than the FEM results, and the deviations are more significant
in the saturation regime due to the enhanced phonon ballistic
effect with the decreased size of the heat source.

As indicated in Ref. [20], three effects can affect the thermal
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transport in the GaN layer: (1) the thermal spreading effect
associated with the system shape and the size of the heat
source, (2) the cross-plane ballistic effect controlled by the film
thickness, and (3) the ballistic effect with the heat source size
comparable with MFP. To figure out the bias dependence of the
non-Fourier heat spreading process in the HEMT, the key issue
here is to separate the impacts of different mechanisms. First,
we focus on the influence of the cross-plane ballistic effect on
thermal resistance. A dimensionless one-dimensional thermal
resistance R∗

1D can be defined to eliminate the impacts of the
thermal spreading effect and the ballistic effect with the heat
source size comparable with MFP,

R∗
1D =

R1D

R1D 0
(3)

where R1D is the one-dimensional thermal resistance calcu-
lated using the average temperature of the top and bottom
of the GaN layer. R1D 0 is the one-dimension thermal resis-
tance calculated using the bulk thermal conductivity, R1D 0 =
t/(wk0), where w and t are the width and thickness of the
GaN layer, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 11, R∗
1D extracted from the MC simu-

lations are always approximately twice the FEM results at
different biases. It is because the cross-plane ballistic effect
is only related to the film thickness which can be represented
by using a thickness-dependent thermal conductivity of GaN
films [38]. However, it should be noted that the temperatures
predicted by the FEM using the thermal conductivity of GaN

films are slightly lower than the MC simulation results, since
the phonon-boundary scattering is enhanced with the internal
heat source compared with the film in contact with two heat
sinks with different temperatures [55].
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Fig. 11. Dimensionless one-dimensional thermal resistance of the GaN
layer R∗

1D varying with Pdiss computed by the MC simulations.

To evaluate the heat source size-induced ballistic effect, a
thermal resistance ratio rw can be defined as

rw = Rdiff, MC/
(
Rdiff, FEM ·R∗

1D, MC

)
, (4)

where Rdiff, MC and Rdiff, FEM are the differential thermal
resistance Rdiff computed by the MC simulations and FEM,
respectively. R∗

1D, MC is the dimensionless one-dimensional
thermal resistance of the GaN layer calculated by the MC
simulations. The influences of the thermal spreading effect
and the cross-plane ballistic effect are eliminated in Rdiff, FEM
and R∗

1D, MC, respectively.
Figure 12 shows rw varying with Pdiss at different biases,

which shows a similar pattern as Fig. 10. In the linear regime,
rw is only slightly larger than 1 and the difference between
the MC simulations and FEM is dominated by the cross-plane
ballistic effect. However, when the device enters the saturation
regime, rw increases rapidly and reaches a plateau value since
the concentrated heat generation leads to a significant increase
in the ballistic effect with heat source size comparable with
MFP.
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Fig. 12. Thermal resistance ratio rw as a function of power dissipation
Pdiss at different biases.
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D. Two-Thermal-Conductivity Model

Based on phonon Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) and
MC simulations, the previous work has established an effective
thermal conductivity model for the thermal spreading process
in a ballistic-diffusive regime [20]–[22],

keff =
1

3

∑
j

∫ ωj

0

ℏω
∂f0
∂T

DOSj(ω)vg,ω,j lm,jdω (5)

Where

lm,j =
l0,j(

1 + 2
3Knt−ω,j

) (
1 +Aw

(wg

w , w
t

)
Knw−ω,j

)
rtrwg

,

(6)
in which l0,j is the intrinsic frequency-dependent MFP of the
j branch phonon. Knt ω,j = l0,j/t and Knw ω,j = l0,j/wg

are the phonon branch-dependent Knudsen numbers, where
t and wg are the thickness of the GaN layer and the width
of the heat generation region, respectively. In the model
1+2/3Knt ω,j corresponds to the cross-plane ballistic effect,
1+AwKnw ω,j represents the ballistic effect with heat source
size comparable with MFP, where Aw is a fitted parameter
related to w/t and wg/w. rt and rwg are the coefficients
to reflect the influence of the phonon dispersion. When the
material or the geometric parameters such as t and wg change,
the model can predict a different effective thermal conductivity
to reflect the variation of the strength of the phonon ballistic
effects. The model provides an easy approach to consider the
influence of the ballistic effects in thermal spreading process
and has been validated for different situations [21]. Using the
model-predicted effective thermal conductivity, Fourier’s law-
based predictions can give the junction temperature close to
simulation results based on phonon BTE [21]. The detailed
discussions of the model can be found in Ref. [20]–[22].

In the two-heat-source model, the heat generation regions
in the channel are divided into HS1 and HS2, whose widths
are LHS1 = Lfinger and LHS2 = 0.16 µm, respectively. The
effective thermal conductivities corresponding to HS1 and HS2
can be easily evaluated using the effective thermal conductivity
model. For the phonon properties and geometric parameters
adopted in this work, keff of HS1 and HS2 are kHS1 =
94.47W/mK and kHS2 = 47.38W/mK, respectively. The
junction temperature of the GaN HEMT can then be computed
by combining the two-heat-source model and the two-thermal-
conductivity model,

Tm = T0 +
kbulk
kHS1

P1R1 +
kbulk
kHS2

P2R2, (7)

where T0 is the highest temperature at the bottom of the GaN
layer calculated by the FEM, R1 and R2 are the thermal
resistance corresponding to HS1 and HS2 of the GaN layer,
respectively. It should be noted that since the heat transport
in the HEMT is not a one-dimensional process, the above
thermal resistance model is just an approximation to reflect
the influence of the ballistic effects on the thermal resistance
of the GaN HEMT.

Figure 13 shows the overall temperature rise of the HEMT
at different biases calculated by the MC simulations and
the model based on the FEM results, a good agreement is
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Fig. 13. Maximum temperature rise of the HEMT as a function of total
power dissipation Pdiss at different biases. The symbols are extracted
from the MC simulations, and the lines are computed using the two-
thermal-conductivity model based on the FEM results.

achieved at different biases and power dissipations. Devices
with different geometries are also simulated to validate the
model’s applicability. Figure 14 shows the results of the
devices with (a) a longer drain access region and (b) a longer
gate length, which also show good consistency at different
biases.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, non-Fourier heat spreading process in GaN
HEMTs is studied by combining the TCAD and phonon MC
simulations. The simulation results indicate that the bias-
dependent heat generation in the channel can significantly
affect the thermal spreading process and the phonon ballistic
effects simultaneously. Based on the two-heat-source model,
this work presents a two-thermal-conductivity model which
can be easily incorporated with the FEM-based thermal analy-
sis to reflect bias-dependent phonon ballistic transport in GaN
HEMTs. The higher thermal conductivity reflects the weak
ballistic effect when the channel has a relatively uniform heat
distribution in the linear regime, and the lower one reflects
the strong ballistic effect caused by the concentrated heat
generation in the high-field region in the saturation regime.
The model provides a simple approach to predict the junction
temperature of the HEMT without resorting to multiscale
electrothermal simulations.
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